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Abstract: It is of most extreme significance to research the protection from flame of cement, the most generally utilized 

development material. Fire in a building can cause untold disaster. It has turned out to be important to think about the impact 

of high temperatures on concrete. Another matter of significance is that solid has turned out to be exorbitant inferable from 

the inaccessibility of adequate segment materials, particularly waterway sand. It has consequently turned out to be 

exceptionally fundamental to settle on an appropriate trade for sand and furthermore to think about its response to high 

temperature. In this exploratory examination, base fiery debris has been chosen for supplanting sand. This owes to its 

similarity in physical properties to that of sand. Steel filaments are additionally added to build the break protection of this 

solid. The blend composed was for M25 concrete under medium presentation condition. 3D squares were thrown by 

supplanting 25% of sand with base fiery debris. These were liable to warm treatment in a preheated stove, after a curing time 

of 28 days. The span of introduction of the solid shapes was for one, two and three hours at 500 degree Celsius and 1000 

degree Celsius. The compressive quality of these shapes were then tried and contrasted and that of control solid shapes. The 

outcomes indicated slight increment in compressive quality for the 3D squares containing base powder. The warmth 

introduction for this situation supported quality advancement in these 3D shapes. It was additionally watched that the 

outcomes got were tasteful for M25 concrete. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

This investigation of the conduct of steel fiber fortified 

cement with base fiery remains when presented to warm is 

managed here. Base fiery debris, which looks like sand, is 

utilized for incompletely supplanting the same, mostly. In 

light of past test studies and research, the rate for 

substitution has been settled at 25%. Steel filaments are 

likewise included by 2% of weight of concrete. A water 

concrete proportion of 0.45 was taken with extra water 

being added to get the job done the water absorptive 

property of base cinder.  

The solid was altogether hand blended and filled in cubical 

molds of side 10cm. In the wake of demoulding the 

following day, the shapes were liable to water curing in 

new consumable water. The curing time of 28 days go after 

which they were taken out, surface dried and presented to 

warm treatment in a stifle heater. The progressions, 

including quality parameters of the solid shapes were 

additionally considered in the wake of warming. This paper 

exhibits a view on the execution of steel fiber strengthened 

base fiery debris concrete under temperatures as high as 

1000 degree Celsius. Variety in the quality, weight and 

appearance was noted and conclusions were landed at, in 

light of the perception. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Concentrates on Bottom fiery debris and the conduct of 

solid utilizing base powder is being contemplated broadly 

lately. Balakrishna et al [1] has explored papers on the 

mechanical properties of cement under raised temperatures. 

A large portion of these arrangement with the different 

impacts of high temperature on concrete with various 

admixtures. An assortment of specialized papers utilizing 

silica flour, strands, fly slag, bond supplementary materials 

and so forth in concrete were dissected. Impact on high 

quality cement was considered also. A general lessening in 

quality attributes was usually watched. Barely any 

aftereffects of tests on concrete with fly fiery remains 
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indicated enhanced properties after delayed introduction to 

warm. Hardly any substance admixtures were appeared as a 

reason for additionally diminish in quality. Variety in 

quality likewise owed to shifting water concrete proportions 

and curing techniques, when it came to high temperatures. 

Polypropylene filaments were a reason for diminishment in 

unstable spalling. The survey paper additionally proposed 

additionally ponders on concrete with strands and other 

modern squanders.  

H.K Lee et al [2] has considered the conduct of energy 

plant buildup base cinder, when added to fiber strengthened 

cell concrete. A superior compressive quality was 

accomplished while utilizing steel strands at the 

measurements of 2.4% of weight of bond. This likewise 

shows utilizing base fiery remains in cement can take care 

of the issues identified with unauthenticated dumping of the 

same in low lying zones.  

Celia Garcia Arenas et al [3] have utilized fly cinder and 

also base slag in concrete pieces to consider the fireproof 

qualities. A reduction in the mechanical quality and 

increment in imperviousness to fire with low warm 

conductivity was watched. This conduct recommends the 

use of cement with fly fiery debris or base powder for 

veneers or segments.  

H.Y Wang [4] has researched the consequences for bond 

glue containing GGBFS under raised temperatures. Here, it 

was watched that the break protection and compressive 

quality was enhanced for a higher GGBFS content for a 

W/B proportion of 0.23. Then again, when the W/B 

proportion was expanded to 0.71, there was no specific 

increment in the predetermined parameters. An expansion 

in versatile modulus was additionally displayed on option 

of GGBFS.  

Isa Yuksel et al [5] have examined solid properties utilizing 

mechanical squanders as fine total substitution, underlining 

on the impact of high temperatures. Correlation was done 

among control solid, concrete with GBFS and cement with 

BA. The substitution level of fine total changed in the 

vicinity of 10% and half. A superior execution was seen in 

concrete with base fiery debris when contrasted with GBFS.  

Jang-Ho Jay Kim et al [6] have assessed tentatively the 

unrivaled fire insurance capacity of base cinder based 

covering material for flame assurance.  

The examination of fireproof qualities, in view of the above 

investigations is the fundamental goal of this paper. This 

owes to the vacuum in inquire about being directed on steel 

fiber fortified M25 level cement, with base fiery debris as a 

substitution for sand, in ordinary development hone. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 

 

The heat proof attributes of cement were examined on 3D 

squares of size 10cmX10cmX10cm. Solid shapes were 

thrown for M25 review concrete with 25% sand being 

supplanted with base fiery debris. Creased steel strands 

constituting 2% by weight of concrete were included. The 

qualities have been received in light of past test examines. 

Water bond proportion was taken as 0.45 with abundance 

water being added to represent the water absorptive nature 

of base fiery debris. Blending of cement was done 

completely by hand and filled in 10cm 3D square shape, 

guaranteeing legitimate compaction. No super plasticizers 

or different admixtures were utilized as a part of request to 

comprehend the correct idea of the reaction of cement to 

warm, without the impact of responses because of the 

admixtures.  

The 3D squares, on expulsion from the form, were 

subjected to a curing time of 28 days in typical consumable 

water. After the curing time frame, the surface dried 3D 

squares were liable to warm treatment in a suppress heater. 

The example of the impact of warming was seen by 

presenting the solid shapes to fluctuating time lengths of 60 

minutes, two hours and three hours at 500 degree Celsius in 

singular bunches of three 3D shapes each. Another 

arrangement of 3D shapes were comparatively tried under 

presentation to a temperature of 1000 degree Celsius.  

The outcomes were later on broke down in view of the 

misfortune in weight of 3D squares and also the variety in 

compressive quality. Examination of the same was finished 

with control solid examples. 

 

3.1 Materials used 

 

Concrete arranged was by utilizing OPC (43 review) bond. 

Locally accessible stream sand was taken as fine total. 

Smashed stone of 20mm size was the coarse total utilized. 

Base fiery remains used was from the warm power plant at 

Ennore, Chennai, India. Steel filaments of creased kind of 

one inch length were utilized. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

 

The variety in compressive quality and other related 

changes to concrete while subject to high temperatures is 

inspected. This is finished by looking at the physical 

changes and quality of cement when the warmth treatment. 

The solid 3D shapes were thrown with a similar blend of 

M25, all through with 25% of sand being supplanted with 
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base slag and 2% of steel strands. Control examples were 

thrown without base powder, however with steel filaments. 

Shapes were warmed to 500 degree Celsius for lengths of 

60 minutes, two hours and three hours. The same was 

rehashed for a temperature of 1000 degree Celsius. An 

example of three blocks was taken per test and the normal 

outcomes were recorded. Weights were noted when 

warming. The compressive quality of the 3D squares was 

tried subsequent to warming and cooling to room 

temperature.  

Examination of the outcomes was done to comprehend the 

example of changes in different parameters. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The trials directed to examine the warmth protection 

showed the accompanying outcomes.  

The pre-measured 3D squares were embedded into a mute 

heater which was preheated to 500 degree Celsius and 

warmed for one hour time length. The 3D shapes were 

again weighed to evaluate the misfortune in weight and 

tried for compressive quality. A similar strategy was 

imitated for lengths of two and three hours. The surface 

appearance when warming were watched and noted for 

changes. A similar procedure was performed for the time 

terms, yet under a temperature of 1000 degree Celsius.  

The normal esteems were taken from an example of three 

3D squares for every activity. The accompanying are the 

perceptions made.  

Appearance of the 3D square surface was seen subsequent 

to warming. It could be seen that following one hour of 

warming, the surface showed up somewhat blurred. This 

swung to a slight tanish tinge following two hours of 

warming, with a darker shade of light darker, after the third 

hour. (Fig 1.1-appearance of 3D shape surface) Hair line 

splits in an indiscriminate way were additionally observed 

on the surface of the cubes.(Fig.1.7, 1.8-breaks as saw on 

the surface of 3D shapes) On testing for compressive 

quality, it was watched that the quality relatively expanded 

for the second hour of warming, when contrasted and the 

first and third.(Fig.1.4,1.6) The outcomes are delineated in 

the table number 1.1  

The 3D squares when warmed to 1000 degree Celsius under 

the different time term of presentation displayed extremely 

poor execution. It could be seen that a dark colored shading 

beat the surface. Low compressive quality esteems were 

recorded.(Fig. 1.2 – 3D square disintegrated on testing) 

After the third hour of warming, the 3D shape nearly 

disintegrated, even before use of the heap. This shows the 

solid can't withstand temperature as high as 1000 degree 

Celsius.(Fig.1.1, 1.3, 1.5-disintegrating of 3D squares while 

testing ) The outcomes are arranged in Table number 1.2 

 

Table 1.1 

 

Temperature of 500 degree Celsius 

Time 

duration 

 

Loss in Weight 

of cube (kg) 

Compressive strength 

(N/sq.mm) 
Appearance after 

heating 

Concrete type Before After  

After one hour 

of exposure 

Concrete with 

Bottom Ash 0.167 28.22 19.10 

 

 

Control Concrete 0.152 30.73 31.00 

 

 

After two 

hours of 

exposure 

Concrete with 

Bottom Ash 0.243 28.22 31.30 

 

 

Control Concrete 0.215 30.73 29.80  

After three 

hours of 

exposure 

Concrete with 

Bottom Ash 0.288 28.22 18.20 

 

 

 

Control Concrete 0.253 30.73 28.10  
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Table 1.2 

Temperature of 1000 degree Celsius 

 

  

Loss in Weight 

Compressive strength 

Appearance after 

Time duration Concrete type (N/sq.mm) 

of cube (kg) heating   

Before After     

      

After one hour 

Concrete with 

0.165 28.22 10.2 

Brownish tint with 

Bottom Ash cracks 

of exposure 

   

Control Concrete 0.160 30.73 8.4 Cracked easily  

After two Concrete with 

0.220 28.22 4.2 

Brownish tint, 

hours of Bottom Ash crumbled easily    

exposure Control Concrete 0.205 30.73 4.8 crumbled 

 

Concrete with 

   Crumbled 

After three 0.255 28.22 - immediately on 

Bottom Ash 

hours of 

   

load application     

exposure 

Control Concrete 0.250 30.73 - 

Crumbled 

 

immediately      

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 

 

 

Figure 1.2 
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Figure1.3 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4 

 

 
 

Figure 1.5 

 

 
 

Figure1.6 

 
 

Figure 1.7 

 

 
 

Figure1.8 

 

 
 

Figure 1.9 

  

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The result of this trial ponder tosses light on the 

appropriateness of utilizing base cinder in concrete 

regarding its subjectivity to high temperatures. Here the 

most tasteful outcome acquired was for two hour 

introduction to a temperature of 500 degree Celsius. Nearly 

lower quality esteems were noted for the other time lengths.  
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The higher protection from warm alludes to the lower warm 

conductivity of base fiery debris and the way that Bottom 

cinder has just been liable to exceptional warmth in the 

heater of the warm power plant, from where it was 

gathered.  

The expansion in compressive quality for presentation to 

warm at 5000C for two hours was 57.30 % more when 

contrasted with one hour and 72 % more as to warming for 

three hours which underpins the quality improvement of 

base cinder under high temperature.  

It can be inferred that this solid can be presented to warm 

which for shorter time lengths.  

It can likewise be deduced that high temperatures as high as 

10000C can make the solid bomb immediately as is 

demonstrated by the disintegrating seen on warm 

introduction.  

Additionally examines in this angle should be possible 

utilizing an assortment of filaments. Warmth treatment can 

likewise be given in cycles to comprehend the conduct of 

this base fiery debris concrete under cyclic fire stacking. 
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